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Exploring a newfound
flats-fishing treasure
by

Abe Streep

bout twenty minutes after the troops search
our van at a standard military checkpoint, light
hits the swamp. Birds are everywhere—gray
egrets, herons, flamingos—and the road rolls wildly up and down. Every spring, we’re told, it must be
repaved. Traffic isn’t the issue, but rather the unruly waters, which flood over it regularly during hurricane season.
Our leader is Felipe Rodríguez Alonso, a fifty-eight-year-old
Cuban fishing guide with a stocky build and a wry grin. As the high
saw grass waves in the hot sun and an egret rises from a skeleton-like
tree, Rodríguez says, “Estoy buscando americanos!” (I’m looking
for Americans!).
He and a fellow guide, a salty bird-watcher with a long face nicknamed Manolo, crack up at the old joke. We’re entering the Ciénega
de Zapata Biosphere Reserve, right near the place where, half a century ago, a team of U.S.-sponsored paramilitaries failed to overthrow
the Castro regime during the Bay of Pigs invasion. But now different
kinds of Americans are coming—tourists with fly rods.
The Bay of Pigs sits alongside the reserve, a watery wilderness
larger than the Everglades. It’s a haven for nearly two hundred bird
species, some of which exist nowhere else, not to mention crocs,
manatees, and vast schools of bonefish, as well as tarpon and permit. What it doesn’t have are crowds. We pull into a makeshift parking lot near a two-story wooden structure that’s seen better days.
This is our entrance to Las Salinas, eighty square miles of sheltered
mangrove flats west of the Bay of Pigs. Only eight anglers per day
are allowed to fish the area. We string up our fly rods and step out
into the water in old flat-bottom wooden boats, my girlfriend,
Stephanie, heading out with Rodríguez while I join Manolo. For a
minute I’m mesmerized by the green and yellow grass just inches
beneath the boat. Then Manolo hisses—tssssss—and points forward. Just thirty or so yards ahead, near a mangrove stand, is a
great quavering V: bonefish. There must be a hundred of them
swimming in formation, chasing shrimp larvae near the surface.
The water looks alive. I cast, splash the water, and watch the fish
scatter. Manolo scowls—my cast was too overhand, creating a large
shadow—but I can’t help smiling. This is what the tropics look
like without us.
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George Hi Plantation/Wildrose
Kennels Gundog Training
G a r l a n d , NC
This 1,000-acre estate in North Carolina’s
rolling pinelands has garnered acclaim for
its restoration of classic quail habitat, but
waterfowlers and retriever fans also flock
here each spring to take advantage of the
plantation’s collaboration with Wildrose
Kennels. Considered among the world’s
finest kennels and training protocols for
sporting retrievers, Wildrose schedules a
pair of two-day training sessions for beginner and seasoned dogs at George Hi. Bring
your own retriever for intensive instruction
and training in an immersive learning environment that will jump-start your canine’s
sporting career. georgehi.com
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Staunch conservation practices are part of the reason places
shallow expanse of swampy islands and overhanging trees. He
like this, just hours from Havana’s noise, remain so pristine.
hisses and points ahead. There I see a translucent shape slowly
“Cuba has some of the best environmental laws in the world,”
curling out of the water: the dorsal fin of a large feeding bone. I
says David Guggenheim, a Washington, D.C.–based marine scicast sidearm, letting my shrimp fly land five or ten feet from the
fish, and gently strip. The fish explodes on the fly, sending a
entist and the director of the Cuba Conservancy. “They’ve protected twenty-five percent of their waters.” Another reason for
great shiver of current through the flats, then takes off toward an
the bounty, though, is that decades of economic stagnation
island. My reel sounds like a circular saw cutting through a twoby-four. As the fish gets close to taking me into my backing, I try
have kept the coastlines undeveloped. Doctors moonlight as cabto slow the reel, and the bonefish makes quick work of my rig,
drivers, and in some rural areas people commute by horses
and buggies lit by oil lamp. Most of what little advertising you see
breaking off the line and disappearing among the yellow grasses.
is state-sponsored propaganda. A road sign might say VIVA LA
As the limp line snaps back toward me, Manolo gesticulates and
scowls. I’m shaken. To find a place where nature still puts you
REVOLUCIÓN, or show the word CUBA forming a fist and knocking
out Uncle Sam. Americans are rushing in now that relations are
in your place is a gift. G
thawing, which brings hope for increased prosperity,
but that, too, is complicated.
“We want more Americans,” Rodríguez says. “They
If You Go
have capital and knowledge.” He’s heavily invested
Orvis’s new eight-day trips to Las Salinas depart from Miami monthly through May and
in bringing ecotourism to this part of the island, running
resume in October. You’ll spend four days exploring Havana’s markets, museums, and
a fly-fishing school to teach locals the guiding trade.
galleries, and four days fishing based out of the Enridan Lodge at the Playa Larga Hotel.
Since my visit earlier this year, he has partnered with
Orvis handles your visa, in-country hotels, travel, and most meals, but not airfare. Cuban
ATMs don’t work with American cards, so make sure to bring all the cash you’ll need for
Orvis to lead a new series of hosted trips to his Eden as
tips and personal expenses. Prices for everything from bottled water—don’t drink from
of this fall. “Cuba needs so much,” he tells us. “But at the
the tap—to cabs are rising now, and most everyone who visits Cuba has a story of seeing a
same time…” What he means is he doesn’t want to see
traveler lamenting the ATMs and lack of places that take credit cards and spending days in
a wall of Hiltons overlooking Las Salinas, either.
an embassy trying to figure out a solution. For fishing, bring an 8-weight saltwater fly rod
Over the next few searing hours, Manolo and I
for bonefish and a 9- or 10-weight for permit and tarpon, along with sun-protective clothing and a Buff—it gets hot out there. orvis.com/fly-fishing-trips
pole around the flats, seeing exactly no one, and hooking into numerous fish. Manolo poles us over to a
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